
TANK FACTSHEET  

 
Since ancient times, commanders have sought to give their troops the advantages of 
mobile protection and great firepower.  In the early 20th Century, technology had 
sufficiently advanced to create its most up-to-date tool – the tank. 
 
In World War I, trench warfare causes a stalemate between the forces for 
years.  The tank helped bring this stalemate to an end by bringing mobility back to 
the battlefield.  Tanks were first used in battle on September 15, 1916 by the British, 
and soon after, they were joined by the Germans, French, and Americans. 
 
Tanks represented the triumph of the “triangle” of weapons design – firepower, 
mobility, and protection.   
 
Firepower, naturally, covers all aspects of offensive capability – guns, sights, and 
rangefinders. 
 
Protection not only covers the armor plating, but also anything that can be used to 
keep a tank (and its soldiers inside) operational, including speed, height, 
camouflage. 
 
Mobility includes a tank‟s engine, tracks, suspension, and steering systems.   
 
The M4 Sherman tank – like the Fury – was the primary tank used by the American 
and Western Allied forces during World War II.  Despite being outmatched by the 
heavier and more powerful German tanks, such as the Tiger, it proved to be a very 
dependable machine that used its mobility to great advantage – outrunning the 
powerful German machines and coming alongside to take them out. 
 
Today‟s tanks are much different from those first machines – bigger and heavier, 
with thicker steel and bigger guns driven by more powerful engines.   
 
 
 

 

  



 

The Sherman Medium Tank M4A6 : ‘FURY’ 

The design of the Sherman and its production in quantity from what might be termed a 

„standing start‟ is a miracle of American industrial capacity. Prior to WW2 the American 

armoured forces were modest in scale with few tanks. With war in Europe and America 

involvement looming, the M3 Grant tank was designed as an interim measure using tried 

and tested components. The following Sherman M4 model carried on with the emphasis on 

reliability, ease of production and maintenance, durability and a standardization of parts. The 

use of the motor industry mass production methods meant Sherman production reached 

massive proportions – around 50,000 Sherman‟s were made during the war.  The tank 

developed into seven main variants, some with diesel and petrol engines, thicker armour, 

wider tracks and importantly a more powerful gun. Sherman‟s started the war with a medium 

velocity 75mm gun but later models, such as the M4A2 version like the „Fury‟ tank had a 

high velocity 76mm gun which had far better anti-amour capability. 

As a straight comparison with later model German tanks the Sherman looks under gunned 

and thinly armoured, but the Sherman appeared in such quantity the chance of one on one 

engagement was rare. In essence, however rough it was on Allied tank crews, American 

industrial quantity beat German engineering quality.    

 

Sherman M4 A2 – The „Fury‟ model of the Sherman tank 

Crew   5 

Weight  36 tons 

Length  6.29m  

Width   2.67m 

Height   2.97m 

Engine  General Motors Twin 12cylinder diesel 

Speed  46 Km/hr 

Range  195 km 

Armament  76mm gun and x2 .30 cal Browning Machine guns 

Armour 

Front  64mm 

Side   45mm 

Rear  38mm  

     

 

 

 



 

The Tiger Tank I 

The Tiger has taken on such a reputation that it is sometimes hard to distinguish myth from 

reality. The Tiger was developed on the insistence of Hitler after he read reports of the 

standard German anti-tank guns failing to penetrate the thickly armoured British Matilda 2 

tanks in France in 1940. 

The tank used the famous 88mm gun originally designed as an anti-aircraft weapon and it 

had – for the time – amazingly thick armour – 10cm on the front. The combination of the 

powerful gun that could easily knock out a Sherman at 2,000m and thick protection gave the 

Tiger an air of invincibility and only well trained experienced crews were issued with the tank 

in special Heavy Tank Battalions.  

However the tank cost a huge amount of money, was very complex and had early teething 

troubles with its engine and transmission. If it broke down it would take three recovery 

tractors to move it – and in consequence many were blown up by their own crews rather 

than risk capture. Numbers count in tank warfare and only 1,354 were produced from July 

1942 to August 1944. So meeting a Tiger in WW2 was a rare thing for an Allied tank 

crewman, however if you did meet one – you are likely to remember it and „Tiger fright‟ 

became a known phenomenon amongst tank crews. 

 

Tiger 1 or Panzerkampfwagen VI Ausf E (Sd Kfz 181) 

Crew   5 

Weight  57 tons 

Length  8.45m  

Width   3.7m 

Height   2.93m 

Engine  Maybach HL 230 

Speed  38 Km/hr 

Range  140 km 

Armament  88mm KwK36 L/56 gun  and x2 7.92mm MG 34 – machine guns 

Armour 

Front  100mm 

Side   80mm 

Rear  80mm  

 

 


